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Abstract
Clustering of data points is a fundamental tool in data analysis. We consider points X in a relaxed metric space,
where the triangle inequality holds within a constant factor. A clustering of X is a partition of X defined by a set
of points Q (centroids), according to the closest centroid. The cost of clustering X by Q is V (Q) =
∑
x∈X dxQ.
This formulation generalizes classic k-means clustering, which uses squared distances. Two basic tasks, parametrized
by k ≥ 1, are cost estimation, which returns (approximate) V (Q) for queries Q such that |Q| = k and clustering,
which returns an (approximate) minimizer of V (Q) of size |Q| = k. With very large data sets X , we seek efficient
constructions of small samples that act as surrogates to the full data for performing these tasks. Existing constructions
that provide quality guarantees are either worst-case, and unable to benefit from structure of real data sets, or make
explicit strong assumptions on the structure. We show here how to avoid both these pitfalls using adaptive designs.
At the core of our design is the novel one2all construction of multi-objective probability-proportional-to-size (pps)
samples: Given a set M of centroids and α ≥ 1, one2all efficiently assigns probabilities to points so that the clustering
cost of each Q with cost V (Q) ≥ V (M)/α can be estimated well from a sample of size O(α|M |−2). For cost
queries, we can obtain worst-case sample size O(k−2) by applying one2all to a bicriteria approximation M , but we
adaptively balance |M | and α to further reduce sample size. For clustering, we design an adaptive wrapper that applies
a base clustering algorithm to a sample S. Our wrapper uses the smallest sample that provides statistical guarantees
that the quality of the clustering on the sample carries over to the full data set. We demonstrate experimentally the
huge gains of using our adaptive instead of worst-case methods.
1 Introduction
Clustering is a fundamental and prevalent tool in data analysis. We have a set X of data points that lie in a (relaxed)
metric space (M, d), where distances satisfy a relaxed triangle inequality: For some constant ρ ≥ 1, for any three
points x, y, z, dxy ≤ ρ(dxz + dzy). Note that any metric space with distances replaced by their pth power satisfies this
relaxation: For p ≤ 1 it remains a metric and otherwise we have ρ = 2p−1. In particular, for squared distances (p = 2),
commonly used for clustering, we have ρ = 2.
Each set Q ⊂ M of points (centroids) defines a clustering, which is a partition of X into |Q| clusters, which
we denote by Xq for q ∈ Q, so that a point x ∈ X is in Xq if and only if it is in the Voronoi region of q, that is
q = arg miny∈Q dxy . We allow points x ∈ X to have optional weights wx > 0, and define the cost of clustering X by
Q to be
V (Q | X,w) =
∑
x∈X
wxdxQ , (1)
where dxQ = miny∈Q dxy is the distance from point x to the set Q.
Two fundamental computational tasks are cost queries and clustering (cost minimization). The clustering cost (1)
of query Q can be computed using n|Q| pairwise distance computations, where n = |X| is the number of points in X .
With multiple queries, it is useful to pre-process X and return fast approximate answers. Clustering amounts to finding
Q of size |Q| ≤ k with minimum cost:
arg min
Q||Q|≤k
V (Q | X,w) . (2)
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Optimal clustering is computationally hard [3] even on Euclidean spaces and even to tightly approximate [5]. There is a
local search polynomial algorithm with 9 +  approximation ratio [21]. In practice, clustering is solved using heuristics,
most notably Lloyd’s algorithm (EM) for squared Euclidean distances [24] and scalable approximation algorithms
such as KMEANS++ [4] for general metrics. EM iterates allocating points to clusters defined by the nearest centroid,
and replacing each centroid with the center of mass
∑
x wxx of its cluster. Each iteration uses |X|k pairwise distance
computations. It is a heutistic because although each iteration reduces the clustering cost, the algorithm can terminates
in a local minima. KMEANS++ produces a sequence of points {mi}: The first point m1 is selected randomly with
probability ∝ wx and a point mi us selected with probability ∝ wxd{m1,...,mi−1}x. Each iteration requires O(|X|)
pairwise distance computations. KMEANS++ guarantees that the expected clustering cost of the first k points is within
an O(log k) factor of the optimum k-means cost. Moreover, KMEANS++ provides bi-criteria guarantees [2, 29]: The
first βk points selected (for some constant β > 1) have expected clustering cost is within a constant factor of the
optimum k-means cost. In practice, kmeans++ is often used to initiallize Lloyd’s algorithm.
When the set of points X is very large, we seek an efficient method that computes a small summary structure that
can act as a surrogate to the full data sets and allow us to efficiently approximate clustering costs. These structures are
commonly in the form of subsets S ⊂ X with weights w′ so that V (Q | S,w′) approximates V (Q | X,w) for each Q
of size k. Random samples are a natural form of such structures. The challenge is, however, that we need to choose the
weights carefully: A uniform sample of X always provide us with unbiased estimates of clustering costs but can miss
critical points and will not provide quality guarantees.
When designing summary structures, we seek to optimize the tradeoff between the structure size and the quality
guarantees it provides. The term coresets for such summary structures was coined in the computational geometry
literature [1, 19], building on the theory of -nets. Some notable coreset constructions include [25, 10, 16, 17].
Early coresets constructions had bounds with high (exponential or high polynomial) dependence on some parameters
(dimension, , k) and poly logarithmic dependence on n. The state-of-the-art asymptotic bound of O(k−2 log k log n)
is claimed in [6].
The bulk of coreset constructions are aimed to provide strong “ForAll” statistical guarantees, which bound the
distribution of the maximum approximation error of all Q of size k. The ForAll requirement, however, comes with a
hefty increase in structure size and is an overkill for the two tasks we have at hand: For clustering cost queries, weaker
per-query “ForEach” typically suffice, which for each Q, with very high probability over the structure distribution,
bound the error of the estimate of V (Q). For clustering, it suffices to guarantee that the (approximate) minimizers
of V (Q | S,w′) are approximate minimizers of V (Q | X,w)1. Moreover, previous constructions use coreset sizes
that are worst-case, based on general (VC) dimension or union bounds. Even when a worst-case bound is tight up to
constants, which typically it is not (constants are not even specified in state of the art coreset constructions), it only
means it is tight for pathological data sets of the particular size and dimension. A much smaller summary structure
might suffice when there is structure typical in data such as natural clusterability (which is what we seek) and lower
dimensionality than the ambient space.
It seems on the surface, however, that in order to achieve statistical guarantees on quality of the results one must
either make explicit assumptions on the data or use the worst-case size. We show here how to avoid both these pitfalls
via elegant adaptive designs.
Contribution Overview
Our main building block are novel summary structures for clustering costs based on multi-objective probability-
proportional-to-size (pps) samples [14, 12], which build on the classic notion of sample coordination [22, 7, 26, 11].
Consider a particular set Q of centroids. The theory of weighted sampling [27, 28] tells us that to estimate the sum
V (Q | X,w) it suffices to sample −2 points with probabilities px ∝ wxdQx proportional to their contribution to the
sum [18]. The inverse-probability [20] estimate obtained from the sample S,
Vˆ (Q | X,w) ≡ V (Q | S, {wx/px}) ,
is an unbiased estimate of V (Q | X,w) with well-concentrated (in the Bernstein-Chernoff sense) normalized squared
error that is bounded by . The challenge here for us is that we are interested in simultaneously having pps-like quality
1Indeed, a notion of “weak coresets” aimed at only supporting optimization, was considered in [16], but in a worst-case setting
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guarantees for all subsets Q of size k whereas the estimate V (Q′ | S, {wx/px}) when S is taken from a sample
distribution according to Q 6= Q′ will not provide these guarantees for Q′. To obtain these quality guarantees for all Q
by a single sample, we use multi-objective pps sampling probabilities, where the sampling probability of each point
x ∈ X is the maximum pps probability over all Q of size k.
Clearly, the size of a multi-objective sample will be larger than that of a dedicated pps sample. Apriori, it seems
that the size overhead can be very large. Surprisingly, we show that on any (relaxed) metric space, the overhead is
only O(k). That is, a multi-objective pps sample of size O(k−2) provides, for each Q of size k, the same estimate
quality guarantees as a dedicated pps sample of size O(−2) for Q. Note that the overhead does not depend on the
dimensionality of the space or on the size of the data. Our result generalizes previous work [9] that only applied to the
case where k = 1, where clustering cost reduces to inverse classic closeness centrality (sum of distances from a single
point Q).
For our applications, we also need to efficiently compute these probabilities – the straightforward method of
enumerating over the infinite number of subsets Q is clearly not feasible. Our main technical contribution, which is the
basis of both the existential and algorithmic results, is an extremely simple and very general construction which we
refer to as one2all: Given a set M of points and any α ≥ 1, we compute using |M |n distance computation sampling
probabilities for points in X that upper bound the multi-objective sampling probabilities for all subset Q with clustering
cost V (Q) ≥ V (M)/α. Moreover, the overhead is only O(α|M |).
By considering the one2all probabilities for an optimal clustering M of size k and α = 1, we establish existentially
that a multi-objective pps sample for all sets Q of size k has size O(k−2). To obtain such probabilities efficiently,
we can apply KMEANS++ [4] or another efficient bi-criteria approximation algorithm to compute M of size βk (for a
small constant β) that has cost within a factor of α > 1 than the optimum k-clustering [29]. We then compute one2all
probabilities for M and α.
This, however, is a worst-case construction. We further propose a data-adaptive enhancement that can decrease
sample size significantly while retaining the quality guarantees: Note that instead of applying one2all to (M,α), we can
instead use M ′ ⊂M and α′ ← αV (M ′)/V (M). Our adaptive design uses the sweet-spot prefix M ′ of the centroids
sequence returned by KMEANS++ that minimizes the sample size.
For the task of approximate cost queries, we pre-process the data as above to obtain multi-objective pps probabilities
and compute a sample S with size parameter −2. We then process cost queries Q by computing and returning the
clustering cost of S by Q: V (Q | S, {wx/px}). Each computation performs O(|S||Q|) pairwise distance computations
instead of the O(n|Q|) that would have been required over the full data. This can be further reduced using approximate
nearest neighbor structures. Our estimate provides pps statistical guarantees for each Q of size k, or more generally, for
each Q with V (Q | X,w) ≥ V (M | X,w)/α. Note that both storage and query computation are linear in the sample
size. The worst-case sample size is O(α|M |−2) = O(k−2) but our adaptive design can yield much smaller samples.
For the task of approximate clustering, we adapt an optimization framework over multi-objective samples [12]. The
meta algorithm is a wrapper that inputs multi-objective pps probabilities, specified error guarantee , and a black-box
(exact, approximate, bicriteria, heuristic) base clustering algorithm A. The wrapper applies A to a sample to obtain a
respective approximate minimizer of the clustering cost over the sample. When the sample is much smaller than the
full data set, we can expect better clustering quality using less computation. Our initial multi-objective pps sample
provides ForEach guarantees that apply to each estimate in isolation but not to the sample optimum. In particular, it
does not guarantee us that the solution over the sample has the respective quality over the full data set. A larger sample
may or may not be required. One can always increase the sample by a worst-case upper bound (using a union bound or
domain-specific dimensionality arguments). Our adaptive approach exploits a critical benefit of ForEach: That is, we
are able to test the quality of the sample approximate optimizer Q returned by A: If the clustering cost of V (Q | X,w)
agrees with the estimate V (Q | S,w′) then we can certify that Q has similar (within (1 + ) quality over X as it has
over the sample S. Otherwise, the wrapper doubles the sample size S and repeats until the test is satisfied. Since the
base algorithm is always at least linear, the total computation is dominated by that last largest sample size we use.
Note that the only computation performed over the full data set are the O(k) iterations of KMEANS++ that produce
(M,α) to which we apply one2all. Each such iteration performs O(|X|) distance computations. This is a significant
gain, as even with Lloyd’s algorithm (EM heuristic), each iteration is O(k|X|). This design allows us to apply more
computationally intensive A to a small sample.
A further adaptive optimization targets this initial cost: On real-world data it is often the case that much fewer
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iterations of KMEANS++ bring us to within some reasonable factor α of the optimal k-clustering. We thus propose to
adaptively perform additional KMEANS++ iterations as to balance their cost with the size of the sample that we need to
work with.
We demonstrate through experiments on both synthetic and real-world data the potentially huge gains of our
data-adaptive method as a replacement to worst-case-bound size samples or coresets.
The paper is organized as follows. Pps and multi-objective pps sampling in the context of clustering are reviewed
in Section 2. Section 3 presents our one2all probabilities and implications. Section 4 provides a full proof of the
one2all Theorem. Section 5 present adaptive clustering cost oracles and Section 6 presents an adaptive wrapper for
clustering on samples. Section 7 demonstrated experimentally, using natural synthetic data, the enormous gain by using
data-dependent adaptive instead of worst-case sizes.
2 Multi-objective pps samples for clustering
We review the framework of weighted and multi-objective weighted sampling [12] in our context of clustering costs.
Consider approximating the clustering cost V (Q | X,w) from a sample S of X . For probabilities px > 0 for x ∈ X
and a sample S drawn according to these probabilities, we have the unbiased inverse probability estimator [20] of
V (Q | X,w):
Vˆ (Q | X,w) =
∑
x∈S
wx
dxQ
px
= V (Q | S, {wx/px}) . (3)
Note that the estimate is equal to the clustering cost of S with weights wx/px by Q.
2.1 Probability proportional to size (pps) sampling
To obtain guarantees on the estimate quality of the clustering cost by Q, we need to use weighted sampling [18]. The
pps base probabilities of Q for x ∈ X are
ψ(Q|X,w)x =
wxdxQ∑
y∈X wydyQ
. (4)
The pps probabilities for a sample with size parameter r > 1 are
r ∗ ψ(Q|X,w)x = min{1, rψ(Q|X,w)x } .
Note that the (expected) sample size is
∑
x px. When px = r ∗ ψ(Q|X,w)x , the size is at most r. With pps sampling we
obtain the following guarantees:
Theorem 2.1 ((weak) pps sampling) Consider a sample S where each x ∈ X is included independently (or using
VarOpt dependent sampling [8, 13]) with probability px ≥ α−2 ∗ ψ(Q|X,w)x , where α ≤ 1. Then the estimate (3) has
the following statistical guarantees:
• The coefficient of variation (CV), defined as the ratio of the standard deviation to the mean, (measure of the
“relative error”) is at most /
√
α.
• The estimate is well concentrated in the Chernoff-Bernstein sense. In particular, we have the following bounds on
the relative error:
For δ ≥ 0, Pr[V (Q | S) ≥ (1 + δ)V (Q | X,w)] ≤ exp(−δ ln(1 + δ)α−2/2)
For δ ≤ 1, Pr[V (Q | S) ≤ (1− δ)V (Q | X,w)] ≤ exp(−δ2α−2/2)
For δ ≥ 1, Pr[V (Q | S) ≥ (1 + δ)V (Q | X,w)] ≤ 1
δ − 1 .
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Proof See for example [12]. To establish the CV bound, note that the per-point contribution to the variance of the
estimate is (1/px− 1)(dQxwx)2 ≤ α−12V (Q)dxQwx. The sum is ≤ α−12V (Q)2 and the CV is at most /
√
α. The
stated confidence bounds follow from the simplified multiplicative form of Chernoff bound. The last inequality is
Markov’s inequality.
For our purposes here, we will use the following bound on the probability that with weak pps sampling (α < 1) the
estimate exceeds α−1V (Q | X,w):
Corollary 2.1 (Overestimation probability)
For α ≤ 0.5, Pr[V (Q | S) ≥ α−1V (Q | X,w)] ≤ min{ α
1− 2α, exp(−(1− α) ln(1/α)
−2/2)}
Proof We substitute relative error of δ = (1/α − 1) in the multiplicative Chernoff bounds and by also applying
Markov inequality.
2.2 Multi-objective pps
When we seek estimates with statistical guarantees for a set Q of queries (for example, all sets of k points in the metric
spaceM), we use multi-objective samples [14, 12]. The multi-objective (MO) pps base sampling probabilities are
defined as the maximum of the pps base probabilities over Q ∈ Q:
ψ(Q|X,w)x = max
Q∈Q
ψ(Q|X,w)x . (5)
Accordingly, for a size parameter r, the multi-objective pps probabilities are
r ∗ ψ(Q|X,w)x = min{1, rψ(Q|X,w)x } = max
Q∈Q
r ∗ ψ(Q|X,w)x .
A key property of multi-objective pps is that the CV and concentration bounds of dedicated (weak) pps samples
(Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1) hold. We refer to these multi-objective statistical quality guarantees as “ForEach,”
meaning that they hold for each Q over the distribution of the samples. We define the overhead of multi-objective
sampling Q or equivalently of the respective base probabilities as:
h(Q | X,w) ≡ |ψ(Q|X,w)|1 ≡
∑
x∈X
ψ(Q|X,w)x .
Note that the overhead is always between 1 and |Q|. The overhead bounds the factor-increase in sample size due to
“multi-objectiveness:” The multi-objective pps sample size with size parameter r is at most |r ∗ ψ(Q|X,w)|1 ≤ rh(Q |
X,w).
Sometimes we can not compute ψ exactly but can instead efficiently obtain upper bounds pi ≥ ψ(Q|X,w). Accord-
ingly, we use sampling probabilities r ∗pi. The use of upper bounds increases the sample size. We refer to h(pi) = |pi|1
as the overhead of pi. We seek upper-bounds pi with overhead not much larger than h(Q | X,w).
3 one2all probabilities
Consider a relaxed metric space (M, d) where distances satisfy all properties of a metric space except that the triangle
inequality is relaxed using a parameter ρ ≥ 1:
∀x, y, z ∈M, dxy ≤ ρ(dxz + dzy) . (6)
Let (X,w) where X ⊂ M and w > 0 be weighted points inM. For another set of points M ⊂ M, which we
refer to as centroids, and q ∈M , we denote by
X(M)q = {x ∈ X | dxq = dxM}
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the points in X that are closest to centroid q. In case of ties we apply arbitrary tie breaking to ensure that X(M)q for
q ∈M forms a partition of X . We will assume that X(M)q is not empty for all q ∈M , since otherwise, we can remove
the point q from M without affecting the clustering cost of X by M .
Our one2all construction takes one set of centroids M and computes base probabilities for x ∈ X such that
samples from it allow us to estimate the clustering costs of all Q with estimation quality guarantees that depends on
V (Q | X,w). For a set M we define the one2all base probabilities pi(M |X,w) as:
∀m ∈M, ∀x ∈ Xm, (7)
pi(M|X,w)x = min
{
1,max
{
2ρ
wxdxM
V (M | X,w) ,
8ρ2wx
w(Xm)
}}
.
We omit the superscripts when clear from context.
Theorem 3.1 (one2all) Consider weighted points (X,w) in a relaxed metric space with parameter ρ, points M , and
a set Q of centroids. Then
pi(M |X,w) ≥ min{1, V (Q | X,w)
V (M | X,w)}ψ
(Q|X,w) ,
where pi(M |X,w) are the one2all base probabilities for M .
The full proof of the Theorem is provided in the next section. As a corollary, we obtain that for r ≥ 1, we can upper
bound the multi-objective base pps probabilities ψ(Q|X,w) and the overhead h(Q) of the set Q of all Q with at least a
fraction 1/r of the clustering cost of M :
Corollary 3.1 Consider M and r ≥ 1 and the set Q = {Q | V (Q | X,w) ≥ V (M | X,w)/r}. Then, r ∗
pi(M |X,w) ≥ ψ(Q|X,w) and h(Q) ≤ r(8ρ2|M |+ 2ρ).
Proof For Q ∈ Q, r ∗ pi(M |X,w) ≥ rmin{1, V (Q|X,w)V (M |X,w)} ∗ ψ(Q|X,w) ≥ ψ(Q|X,w). Note that |pi(M |X,w)|1 ≤
8ρ2|M |+ 2ρ.
We can also upper bound the multi-objective overhead of all sets of centroids of size k:
Corollary 3.2 For k ≥ 1, let Q be the set of all k-subsets of points in a relaxed metric spaceM with parameter ρ.
The multi-objective pps overhead of Q satisfies
h(Q) ≤ 8ρ2k + 2ρ .
Proof We apply Corollary 3.1 with M being the k-means optimum and r = 1.
4 Proof of the one2all Theorem
Consider a set of points Q and let α = max{1, V (M |X,w)V (Q|X,w) } . To prove Theorem 3.1, we need to show that ∀x ∈ X,
ψ(Q|X,w)x =
wxdxQ
V (Q | X,w) ≤ αpi
(M |X,w)
x . (8)
We will do a case analysis, as illustrated in Figure 1. We first consider points x such that the distance of x to Q is not
much larger than the distance of x to M . Property (8) follows using the first term of the maximum in (7).
Lemma 4.1 Let x be such that dxQ ≤ 2ρdxM . Then
wxdxQ
V (Q | X,w) ≤ 2ρα
wxdxM
V (M | X,w) .
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Figure 1: Illustration of the one2all construction proof with ρ = 1. The data points X are in black. The points in M are
colored red. We show the respective Voronoi partition and for each cluster, we show circles centered at the respective
m ∈M (red) point with radius ∆m. The points in blue are a set Q. The points x ∈ X are labeled A if dxQ < 2dxM
(and we apply Lemma 4.1). Otherwise, when there is a point m such that dxQ > dxm, the point is labeled B when
dmQ ≥ 2∆m (Lemma 4.2) and is labeled C otherwise (Lemma 4.3).
Proof Using V (Q | X,w) ≥ V (M | X,w)/α we get
dxQ
V (Q | X,w) ≤ α
dxQ
V (M | X,w) ≤ 2ρα
dxM
V (M | X,w) .
It remains to consider the complementary case where point x is much closer to M than to Q:
dxQ ≥ 2ρdxM . (9)
We first introduce a useful definition: For a point q ∈M , we denote by ∆q the weighted median of the distances dqy
for y ∈ Xq , weighted by wy . The median ∆q is a value that satisfies the following two conditions:∑
x∈Xq|dxq≤∆q
wx ≥ 1
2
w(Xq) (10)
∑
x∈Xq|dxq≥∆q
wx ≥ 1
2
w(Xm) . (11)
It follows from (11) that for all q ∈M ,
V (M | Xq,w) =
∑
x∈Xq
wxdqx ≥
∑
x∈Xq|dxq≥∆q
wxdxq
≥ ∆q
∑
x∈Xq|dxq≥∆q
wx ≥ 1
2
w(Xm)∆q .
Therefore,
V (M | X,w) =
∑
q∈M
V (M | Xq,w) ≥ 1
2
∑
q∈M
w(Xm)∆q . (12)
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We now return to our proof for x that satisfies (9). We will show that property (8) holds using the second term in
the max operation in the definition (7). Specifically, let m be the closest M point to x. We will show that
dxQ
V (Q | X,w) ≤ 8ρ
2α
1
w(Xm)
. (13)
We divide the proof to two subcases, in the two following Lemmas, each covering the complement of the other:
When dmQ ≥ 2ρ∆m and when dmQ ≤ 2ρ∆m.
Lemma 4.2 Let x be such that
∃m ∈M, dmx < 1
2ρ
dxQ and dmQ ≥ 2ρ∆m .
Then
dxQ
V (Q | X,w) ≤
8ρ2
w(Xm)
.
Proof Let q = arg minz∈Q dmz be the closest Q point to m. From (relaxed) triangle inequality (6) and our
assumptions:
dxQ ≤ dxq ≤ ρ(dmq + dmx) = ρ(dmQ + dmx) ≤ ρdmQ + 1
2
dxQ .
Rearranging, we get
dxQ ≤ 2ρdmQ . (14)
Consider a point y such that dmy ≤ ∆m. Let q′ = arg minz∈Q dyz be the closest Q point to y. From relaxed triangle
inequality we have dmq′ ≤ ρ(dyq′ + dym) and therefore
dyQ = dyq′ ≥ 1
ρ
dmq′ − dym ≥ 1
ρ
dmQ −∆m
≥ 1
ρ
dmQ − 1
2ρ
dmQ ≥ 1
2ρ
dmQ .
Thus, using the definition of ∆m (10):
V (Q | X,w) ≥
∑
y|dyQ≤∆m
wydyQ ≥ 1
2ρ
∑
y|dyQ≤∆m
wydmQ
≥ 1
2ρ
dmQ
∑
y∈Xm|dyQ≤∆m
wy
≥ 1
2ρ
dmQ
w(Xm)
2
=
1
4ρ
dmQw(Xm) . (15)
Combining (14) and (15) we obtain:
dxQ
V (Q | X,w) ≤
2ρdmQ
1
4ρw(Xm)dmQ
= 8ρ2
1
w(Xm)
.
Lemma 4.3 Let a point x be such that
∃m ∈M, dxm < 1
2ρ
dxQ and dmQ ≤ 2ρ∆m .
Then
dxQ
V (Q | X,w) ≤ 8ρ
2α
1
w(Xm)
.
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Proof Let q = arg minz∈Q dzm be the closest Q point to m. We have
dxQ ≤ dxq ≤ ρ(dxm + dmq) ≤ 1
2
dxQ + ρdmQ ≤ 1
2
dxQ + 2ρ
2∆m
Therefore,
dxQ ≤ 4ρ2∆m . (16)
Using (12) we obtain
V (Q | X,w) ≥ V (M | X,w)/α ≥ 1
2α
∑
y∈M
w(Xy)∆y
≥ 1
2α
w(Xm)∆m . (17)
Combining (16) and (17) we obtain
dxQ
V (Q | X,w) ≤
4ρ2∆m
1
2αw(Xm)∆m
≤ 8ρ2α 1
w(Xm)
.
n d k guarantee  adaptive |S|
n
worst-case |S|
n
× gain est. err V (Q|X)Vground-truth
V ({m0,...,mk}|X)
Vground-truth
sweet-spot
Mixture of Gaussians data sets
5 × 105 10 5 0.10 0.0500 1.00 20.0 0.008 1.07 2.50 2.3
5 × 105 10 5 0.20 0.0136 1.00 73.3 0.012 1.10 2.39 2.6
2.5 × 106 10 5 0.20 0.0025 1.00 90.2 0.0160 1.14 2.14 2.2
1 × 107 10 5 0.20 0.00066 1.00 94.4 0.018 1.12 2.07 2.6
2 × 106 10 20 0.10 0.04839 1.00 20.7 0.0018 1.14 2.27 9.1
2 × 106 10 20 0.20 0.012007 1.00 83.2 0.008 1.18 2.25 9.0
2 × 106 10 50 0.20 0.0298 1.00 33.5 0.0057 1.16 2.24 19.5
2 × 106 10 100 0.20 0.061918 1.00 16.2 0.0058 1.15 2.22 40.8
1 × 106 20 10 0.10 0.05293 1.00 18.9 0.0035 1.17 2.39 5.0
1 × 106 50 10 0.10 0.04726 1.00 21.2 0.0037 1.19 2.65 3.9
1 × 106 100 10 0.10 0.05287 1.00 18.9 0.0035 1.18 2.6 4.9
MNIST data set
6 × 105 784 10 0.20 0.0371 1.00 26.9 0.018 0.985 1.765 1.0
Fashion data set
6 × 105 784 10 0.20 0.05720 1.00 17.5 0.021 0.91 1.65 1.0
Table 1: Clustering over a sample. The reported estimation error is
√
A[
(
V (Q|X)−V (Q|S)
V (Q|X)
)2
] .
5 Clustering cost oracle
A clustering cost oracle preprocesses the data (X,w) and computes a compact structure from which clustering cost
queries Q can be efficiently approximated. Our basic oracle, Algorithm 1, inputs the data, iteration limit ` ≥ 1, C > 0,
and  > 0. We will establish the following
Theorem 5.1 Algorithm 1 computes a weighted sample (S,w′). The inverse probability estimator (3) provides the pps
quality guarantees of Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1 for sets Q with clustering cost at least αC, where α ≤ 1.
Proof The algorithm computes probabilities pi : X that upper bound the base pps probabilities for all sets Q of cost
V (Q) ≥ C. We perform ` iterations of KMEANS++ on (X,w). Each iteration i computes a new centroid mi and we
can also compute one2all base probabilities pi(Mi), where Mi = {m1, . . . ,mi} for the set of the first i centroids. Note
that the computation of the one2all probabilities and the cost V (Mi | X,w) does utilizes the distance computations
and the assignment of points to the nearest centroid that is already performed by KMEANS++. Each iteration i yields
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Algorithm 1 Clustering cost oracle
// Preprocessing
Input: points X , weightsw > 0, iteration limit `, C > 0,  > 0
Output: Sample S with weightsw′x for x ∈ S
s← |X|; M ←⊥ // Initialization
// Apply KMEANS++ to (X,w) and compute p
foreach iteration i ∈ [`] of KMEANS++(X,w) do
mi ← new centroid selected ; M ←M ∪ {mi} // Centroids
vi ← V (M | X,w) // Clustering cost
foreach x ∈ X do // one2all probabilities (7)
p′x ← min{1,max{1, viC }−2pi(M|X,w)x }
if |p′|1 < s then p← p′ // best so far
// Compute sample from p
S ← include each x ∈ X with probability px // Poisson or varopt sample
foreach x ∈ S do w′x ← wx/px // inverse probability weights
return (S,w) // weighted sample
// Oracle
Input: Q such that |Q| = k; weighted sample (S,w′x)
Output: Estimate of V (Q | X,w)
return V (Q | S,w′)
candidate base probabilities pi ← max{1, V (Mi)C } ∗ pi(Mi). From Corollary 3.1, each candidate base probabilities
upper bound the base pps probabilities of all Q with cost V (Q) ≥ C. Finally, we retain, among the ` candidates, the
one with minimum sample size |−2 ∗ pi|1. This sweet-spot search replaces simply using M`. Note that the size of the
sample may increase with i, when V (Mi) drops slower than the increase in i. In our experiments we demonstrate the
potential significant benefits of this adaptive optimization.
We proceed and compute a weighted sample S (independent or varopt) according to probabilities p← −2 ∗pi. For
each x ∈ S we associate a weight w′x = wx/px. We process queries Q by computing the clustering cost V (Q | (S,w′),
which is equal to the inverse probability estimator (3) of the clustering cost of Q over (X,w).
Since p upper bound pps sampling probabilities for any Q with V (Q) ≥ C and are within V (Q)/C of the pps
probabilities for any Q, the quality guarantees of Theorem 2.1 and Lemma 2.1 follow.
Finally, note that the size of the oracle structure and the computation of each query are both linear in our sample
size |p|1. The sample size we obtain using Mi is (in expectation)
|p|1 = min
i∈[`]
max{1, V (Mi)
C
}−2 ∗ pi(Mi) . (18)
A useful simple rough approximation for sample size that does not use the size parameter is
(8ρ2|M |+ 2ρ)V (Mi)
C
−2 = O(i
V (Mi)
C
) ∝ iV (Mi) . (19)
5.1 Feedback oracle
We consider here constructing an oracle that provides quality guarantees for all Q of size k.
Assume first that we are provided with V ∗, which is the optimal clustering cost with k clusters.
Lemma 5.1 Applying Algorithm 1 with ` = 2k and C = V ∗ provides us with a sample of expected size O(k−2) that
provides the statistical guarantees of Theorem 2.1 (with α = 1).
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Algorithm 2 Oracle with feedback for clustering cost
// Initialization
Input: Points X , weightsw > 0, k ,  > 0
p, C ← Probabilities p and cost V (M2k) computed by Algorithm 1 with ` = 2k, C = V (M2k)
foreach x ∈ X do ux ∼ U [0, 1] // Randomization for sampling
S ← {x | ux ≤ px}// Compute the sample
foreach x ∈ S do w′x ← wx/px // weights for sampled points
// Query processing with feedback
Input: Q such that |Q| = k
Output: Estimate of V (Q | X,w)
Vˆ ← V (Q | S,w′) // Sample-based estimate of V (Q | X,w)
if Vˆ > C then return Vˆ // Return estimate and break
// Increase sample size
V ← V (Q | X,w) // Can also use estimate
p← (2C/V ) ∗ p // increase sampling probabilities
C ← V/2 // New cost threshold
S ← {x | ux ≤ px}// Update the sample
foreach x ∈ S do w′x ← wx/px // update weights
return V
Proof From state-of-the-art bi-criteria bounds [29], we have that E[V (M2k | X,w)]/V ∗] = O(1). The expected size
of the sample, even with one2all applied to M2k, is at most 2
V (M2k)
C k
−28ρ2 = O(k−2).
We comment that we can apply sweet-spot selection of Mi even though V (M2k) is not known before iteration 2k,
by using the rough approximation (19) instead of exact sample sizes. This allows for retaining one candidate pi with the
KMEANS++ iterations.
Note, however, that we do not know the optimal clustering cost V ∗. One solution is to underestimate it: From the
bi-criteria bounds we can compute large enough α (using Markov inequality) so that within the desired confidence
value, V (M2k | X)/V ∗ ≤ α. We can then apply the algorithm with C = V (M2k)/α. But such a worst-case α is large
(see Section 7) and forces a proportional increase in sample size, often needlessly so.
We instead propose a feedback oracle, detailed in Algorithm 2. We initialize with the basic oracle (Algorithm 5) with
` = 2k andC = V (M2k) to obtain probabilities p. We draw a weighted sample (S,w′). The oracle processes a queryQ
as follows. If V (Q | S,w′) ≥ C, it returns this estimate. Otherwise, we compute and return the exact cost V (Q | X,w)
and update the sample at the base of the oracle so that it supports queries with cost ≥ C = V (Q | X,w)/2.
Note that each oracle call that results in an update halves (at least) the cost threshold C. Since we start with C that
is in expectation within a constant factor α from the optimal k clustering cost, the expected total number of oracle calls
that result in an update, is ≤ log2 α. Moreover, the sample size is increased only in the face of evidence of a clustering
with lower cost. So the final size uses C ≥ V ∗/2. For smoother estimates as the samples size increases, we coordinate
the samples by using the same randomization u. That way, new points are added to the sample when the size increases,
but no points are removed.
Our feedback oracle provides the following statistical guarantees on estimate quality.
Theorem 5.2 A query Q processed when V (Q | X,w) ≥ αC (α ≤ 1) has the statistical guarantees as stated in
Theorem 2.1. When V (Q | X,w) = αC for (α < 1), we either return an exact value or an overestimate with probability
bounded by Corollary 2.1.
6 Clustering wrapper
The input to a clustering problem is a (weighted) set of points (X,w) and k > 0. The goal is to compute a set Q of k
centroids aimed to minimize the clustering cost V (Q | X,w).
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Algorithm 3 Clustering Wrapper
Input: points X , weightsw > 0,  > 0, a clustering algorithm A that inputs a weighted set of points and returns Q ∈ Q.
Output: Set Q of k centroids with statistical guarantees on quality over X that match within (1 + ) those provided by A
// Initialization
c←∞ // Apply KMEANS++ to (X,w)
foreach iteration i ∈ [2k] of KMEANS++(X,w) do
mi ← next centroid
vi ← V ({m1, . . . ,mi} | X,w) // Clustering cost
if ivi < c then // sweet-spot one2all prob. (7)
pi ← pi(M|X,w); VM ← vi ; c← ivi
r ← vM
v2k
// Initial sample size increase factor
Q∗ ← {m1, . . . ,mk}; V ← vk // Best so far and upper bound
foreach x ∈ X do ux ∼ U [0, 1] // Randomization for sampling
S ← {x | ux ≤ r−2pix} // Initial sample. O(|S|) given preprocessed pi
foreach x ∈ S do w′x ← wx/min{1, rpix} // weights for sampled points
// Main Loop
repeat
// Cluster the sample S
Q← A(S,w′) // Apply algorithm A to sample
VQ ← V (Q | X,w) // Exact or approx using a validation sample
if VQ < V then V ← VQ Q∗ ← Q
if VQ ≤ (1 + )V (Q | S,w′) and VQ ≥ VM/r then
break
r ← max{2, VQ/VM}r // Increase the sample size parameter
repeat// Increase sample size until Q is cleared
S ← {x | ux ≤ r−2pix} // Add points to sample
foreach x ∈ S do w′x ← wx/min{1, rpix} // weights for sampled points
r ← 2r
until V (Q | S,w′) > min{(1 + )V , (1− )VQ}
until True
return Q∗
We present a wrapper, Algorithm 3, which inputs a clustering problem, a clustering algorithm A, and  > 0, and
returns a set of Q of k centroids. The wrapper computes weighted samples (S,w′) of the input points (X,w) and
applies A to S. It then performs some tests on the clustering Q returned by A, based on which, it either terminates
and returns a clustering, or adaptively increases the sample size. The wrapper provides a statistical guarantee that the
quality of the clustering Q returned by A on the sample (S,w′) reflects, within (1 + ), its quality on the data.
The first part of the wrapper is similar to our clustering oracle Algorithm 1. We perform 2k iterations of KMEANS++
tor (X,w) to compute a list {mi} of centroids and respective clustering costs vi = V ({m1, . . . ,mi} | X,w). While
performing this computation, we identify a sweet-spot M = {m1, . . . ,mi} using the coarse estimate (19) of sample
sizes and retain pi : X , which are the one2all base probabilities for M . Our wrapper separately maintains a size
parameter r, that is initially set to r = Vi/v2k. From Theorem 3.1, the probabilities r ∗ pi upper bound the base pps
probabilities for all Q with clustering cost V (Q | (X,w)) ≥ VM/r. Initially, r ∗ pi is set for cost above v2k. We then
selects a fixed randomization u, that will allow for coordination of samples selected with different size parameters.
The main iteration computes a weighted sample (S,w′) selected with probabilities −2r ∗ pi. Our algorithm is
applied to the sample Q ← A(S,w′) to obtain a set Q of k centroids. We compute (or estimate from a validation
sample) the clustering cost over the full dataset VQ = V (Q | x,w). If VQ is not lower than VM/r and is also not much
higher than the sample clustering cost V (Q | S,w′), we break and return the best Q we found so far. Otherwise, we
increase the size parameter r, augment the sample accordingly, and iterate. The increase in the size parameter at least
doubles it and is set so that (i) We have VM/r ≤ V , where V is the smallest clustering cost encountered so far. (ii) The
set Q that was underestimated by the sample has estimate that is high enough to clear it from V or to comprise an
accurate estimate.
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6.1 Analysis
We show that if our algorithm A provides a certain approximation ratio on the quality of the clustering, then this ratio
would also hold (approximately, with high confidence) over the full data set. A similar argument applies to a bicriteria
bound.
The wrapper works with an optimistic initial choice of r, but increases it adaptively as necessary. The basis of the
correctness of our algorithm is that we are able to detect when our choice of r is too low.
There are two separate issues that we tackle with adaptivity instead of with a pessimistic worst-case bound. The first
is also addressed by our feedback oracle: For accurate estimates we need VM/r to be lower than V ∗ = V (Q∗ | X,w)
(the optimal clustering cost over X), which we do not know. Initially, VM/r = v2k, which may be higher than V ∗. We
increase r when we find a clustering Q with V (Q) < VM/r. The potential “bad” event is when the optimum clustering
Q∗ has V ∗  VM/r but is overestimated by a large amount in the sample resulting in the sample optimum V ∗S is much
larger than V ∗. As a consequence, the clustering algorithm A applied to the sample can find Q, for which the estimate
is correct, and has cost above Vm/r. The approximation ratio over the sample is V (Q | S)/V ∗S which can be much
better than the true (much weaker) approximation ratio V (Q | S)/V ∗ over the full data.
This bad event happens when V ∗S  V ∗. But note that in expectation, E[V ∗S ] ≤ V ∗. Moreover, the probability
of this bad event is bounded by exp(−−2/6) (see Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1). We can make the probability of
such bad event smaller by augmenting the wrapper as follows. When the wrapper is ready to return Q, we generate
multiple samples of the same size and apply A to all these samples and take the best clustering generated. If we find a
clustering with cost below Vm/r, we continue the algorithm. Otherwise, we return the best Q. The probability that all
the repetitions are “bad” drops exponentially with the number of repetitions (samples) we use.
The second issue is inherent with optimization over samples. Suppose now that r is such that V ∗ ≥ VM/r. The
statistical guarantees provided by the sample are “ForEach,” which assure us that the cost is estimated well for a
given Q. In particular, V (Q∗ | S,w′) is well concentrated around V ∗ (Theorem 2.1). This means that V ∗S , the optimal
clustering cost over S, can only (essentially - up to concentration) be lower than V ∗.
When we consider all Q of size k, potentially an infinite or a very large number of them, it is possible that some
Q has clustering cost V (Q | X,w)  V ∗ but is grossly underestimated in the sample, having sample-based cost
V (Q | S, {wx/px}) < V ∗. In this case, V ∗S  V ∗ and our algorithm A that is applied to the sample will be fooled and
can return such a Q. The worst-case approach to this issue is to use a union or a dimensionality bound that drastically
increases sample size. We get around it using an adaptive optimization framework [12].
We can identify and handle this scenario, however, by testing Q returned by the base algorithm to determine if our
algorithm was “fooled” by the sample:
V (Q | X,w) ≤ (1 + )V (Q | S, {wx/px}) . (20)
by either computing the exact cost V (Q | X,w) or by drawing another independent validation sample S′, and using
the estimate V (Q | S, {wx/px}). When the test fails, we increase the sample size and repeat. In fact, we at least double
the sample size parameter, but otherwise increase it at least to the point that V (Q | S, {wx/px}) can no longer fool
the algorithm. The only bad event possible here is that the sample optimum is much larger than V (Q∗). But as noted,
when V ∗ ≥ VM/r the probability of this for a particular sample is bounded by Theorem 2.1. Moreover, note that each
increase of the sample size significantly strengthens the concentration of estimates for particular Q. Thus, the worst
quality, over iterations, in which Q∗ is estimated in the sample is dominated by the first iteration with V (Q∗) ≥ VM/r.
Therefore, the approximation ratio over the sample is at least (up to the statistical concentration of the estimates of Q∗)
the ratio over the full data.
6.2 Computation
The computation performed is dominated by two components. The first is the 2k iterations of KMEANS++ on the data,
which are dominated by 2k|X| pairwise distance computations. These is the only component that must be performed
over the original data. The second is the application of A to the sample. When A is (super)linear, it is dominated by the
largest sample we use.
Note that correctness does not depend on using 2k iterations. We can apply one2all to any set M . The only catch
is that we may end up using a very large value of r and a larger sample size. An added optimization, which is not in
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the pseudocode, is to perform the KMEANS++ iterations more sparingly. Balancing the size of the sample (the final
parameter r and its product with M ) and the computation cost of additional iterations over the full data.
7 Experiments
We performed illustrative experiments for Euclidean k-means clustering on both synthetic and real-world data sets. We
implemented our wrapper Algorithm 3 in numpy with the following base clustering algorithm A: We use 5 applications
of KMEANS++ and take the set of k centroids that has the smallest clustering cost. This set is used as an initialization
to 20 iterations of Lloyd’s algorithm. The use of KMEANS++ to initialize Lloyd’s algorithm is a prevalent method in
practice.
Synthetic data: We generated synthetic data sets by drawing n points X ⊂ Rd from a mixture of k Gaussians. The
means of the Gaussians are arranged to lie in a line with equal distances. The standard deviations of the Gaussians were
drawn from a range equal to the distance to the closest mean. As a reference, we use the means of the Gaussians as the
ground truth centroids.
MNIST and Fashion MNIST datasets: We use the MNIST data set of images of handwritten digits [23] and the
Fashion data set of images of clothing items [30]. Both data sets contain n = 6 × 105 images coded as d = 784
dimensional vectors. There are k = 10 natural classes that correspond to the 10 digits or 10 types of clothing items.
Our reference ground-truth centroids were taken as the mean of each class.
Worst-case bounds: We also report, for comparison, sizes based on state-of-the-art coresets constructions that
provide the same statistical guarantees. The coreset sizes are determined using worst-case upper bounds. When constant
factors are not specified, we underestimate them. The constructions can be viewed as having two components. The first
is an upper bound on the size of a coreset that provides an ForEach guarantee. For our purposes, we would also need a
constructive way to obtain such a coreset. The second is an upper bound on the increase factor that is needed to obtain
an ForAll guarantee. We make here gross underestimates of worst-case coreset sizes. The best bound on an ForEach
coreset size is slightly underestimated by 8ρ2k−2 = 32k−2. For an actual construction, we can use KMEANS++ and
the tightest worst-case bounds on the bicriteria approximation quality it provides. The state of the art [29] is that with
βk centroids we are (in expectation) within a factor of 8(1 + ϕ/(β − 1)) of the optimal clustering cost (for Euclidean
metric), where ϕ ≈ 1.618 is the golden ratio. There are no concentration results, and Markov inequality is used to
obtain confidence bounds: There is 50% probability of being below twice this expectation, which is 16(1 +ϕ/(β − 1)).
The sample size depends both on the number of centroids we use and on the approximation quality: We need to
minimize the product of β and the approximation factor. The expression β(1 + ϕ/(β − 1)) for β > 1 is minimized at
β ≈ 1.53 and the factor is ≈ 6.1. So we obtain an increase factor on sample size that is at least 6× 16 = 96.
Combining this all, we get an underestimate of 96 ∗ 32 ∗ k−2 ≈ 3000k−2 for that component. We then consider
the bound on the increase factor. The state of the art bounds [6], based on union bound and dimensionality arguments,
are O(min(n, d/)) for Euclidean and O(log k log n) for general metric spaces. The hidden constant factors are not
specified and we underestimate them here to be equal to 1. Combining, we underestimate the best worst-case bound on
coreset size by
min{n, 3000k−2 min{log k log n,min(n, d/)} .
Adaptive bounds: Table 1 reports the results of our experiments. The first four columns report the basic parameters
of each data set: The number of points n, clusters k, dimension d, and the specified value of  for the desired statistical
guarantee. The middle columns report the final sample size |S| used by the algorithm as a fraction of n, an underestimate
on the corresponding coreset size from state of the art worst-case bounds, and the gain factor in sample size by using
our adaptive algorithm instead of a worst-case bound. We can observe significant benefit that increases with the size of
the data sets. On the MNIST data, the worst-case approach provides no data reduction.
The third set of columns reports the accuracy of the sample-based estimate of the cost of the final clustering Q. We
can see that the error is very small (much smaller than ). We also report the quality of the final clustering Q and the
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Figure 2: Left: Clustering cost (divided by ground-truth clustering cost) for first i centroids found by KMEANS++ on
full data set (averaged over 10 iterations). Right: Sample size overhead factor when applying one2all to {m1, . . . ,mi}
to provide ForEach guarantees for clustering costs that are at least the ground truth cost.
quality of the clusters obtained by applying KMEANS++ to X , relative to the cost of the “ground truth” centroids. We
can see that the cost of the final clustering is very close (in the case of MNIST, is lower) than the “ground truth” cost.
We also observe significant improvement over the cost of the KMEANS++ centroids used for initialization.
The last column reports the number of KMEANS++ iterations on the full data set that was eventually used (the
sweet spot value). This sweet spot optimizes for the overhead per sample size. This means that in effect fewer than k
kmeans++ iterations over the full data were used.
Finally, we take a closer look at the benefit of the number of iterations of KMEANS++ that are performed on the full
data set and used as input to one2all. Figure 2 shows properties for the sequence of centroids {mi} returned by the
KMEANS++ algorithms on the mnist, fashion-mnist, and one of the mixture synthetics datasets with k = 20 natural
clusters. The first is the clustering cost of each prefix, divided by the cost of the ground truth clustering. We can see that
on our synthetic data with spread out clusters there is significant cost reduction with the first few iterations whereas
with the two natural data sets, the cost of the first (random) centroids is within a factor 3 of the ground-truth cost with
10 centroids. The second plot shows the sample size “overhead factor” when we use one2all on a prefix {m1, . . . ,mi}
of the KMEANS++ centroids to obtain ForEach guarantees for Q with clustering costs that are at least the ground-truth
cost. To do so, we apply one2all to the set with α = V ({m1, . . . ,mi} | X)/Vground-truth. The resulting overhead is
proportional to
αi =
V ({m1, . . . ,mi} | X)
Vground-truth
i .
We can see that with our two natural data sets, the sweet spot is obtained with the first centroid. Moreover, most of the
benefit is already obtained after 5 centroids.
For the task of providing an efficient clustering costs oracle, we would like to also optimize the final sample size.
We can see that the sweet-spot choice of the number of centroids provides significant benefit (order of magnitude
reduction on the natural data set) compared to the worst-case choice (of using ≈ 1.5k centroids).
For clustering, the figure provides indication for the benefit of additional optimization which incorporates the cost
versus benefit of additional KMEANS++ iterations that are performed on the full data set X . As mentioned, we can
adaptively perform additional iterations as to balance its cost with the computation and accuracy we have on a sample
that is large enough to meet ForEach for k-clusters: Even on data sets where the sweet-spot required more iterations, a
prohibitive cost of performing them on the full data set may justify working with a larger sample.
8 Conclusion
We consider here clustering of a large set of points X in a (relaxed) metric space. We present a clustering cost oracle,
which estimates the clustering cost of an input set of centroids from a small set of sampled points, and a clustering
wrapper that inputs a base clustering algorithm which it applies to small sets of sampled points. At the heart of our
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design are our one2all base probabilities that are asigned to the points X . These probabilities are defined with respect
to a set M of centroids but yet, a sample of size O(α−1|M |) (for α ≥ 1) allows us to estimate the clustering cost of
any set of centroids Q with cost that is at least V (M)/α.
Our clustering cost oracle and wrapper work with weighted samples taken using the one2all probabilities for a set
M of centroids computing using the kmeans++ algorithm. Our oracle adaptively increase the sample size (effectively
increasing “α”) when encountering Q with cost lower than V (M)/α. Our wrapper increases the sample size when the
clustering returned by the base algorithm has sample cost that is either below V (M)/α or does not match the cost over
the full data (invoking a method of adaptive optimization over samples [12]).
A salient feature of our oracle and clustering wrapper methods is that we start with an optimistic small sample and
increase it adaptively only in the face of hard evidence that a larger sample is indeed necessary for meeting the specified
statistical guarantees on quality. Previous constructions use worst-case size summary structures that can be much larger.
We demonstrate experimentally the very large potential gain, of orders of magnitude in sample sizes, when using our
adaptive versus worst-case methods.
Beyond estimation and optimization of clustering cost, the set of distances of each Q to the one2all sample S is
essentially a sketch of the full (weighted) distance vector of Q to X [14]. Sketches of different sets Q allow us to
estimate relations between the respective full vectors, such as distance norms, weighted Jaccard similarity, quantile
aggregates, and more, which can be useful building blocks in other applications.
Moreover, Euclidean k-means clustering is a constrained rank-k approximation problem, and this connection
facilitated interesting feedback between techniques designed for low-rank approximation and for clustering [15]. We
thus hope that our methods and the general method of optimization over multi-objective sample [12] might lead to
further progress on other low-rank approximation problems.
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